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April 3034: McKinnon’s Raiders Command Lance on Tukayyid advancing through the Pozoristu Mountains.

The Right Path
Unspoken Truths
Sorenson’s Sabres, Command Lance

Mountain Freefire Range, Pozoristu Mountains
Tukayyid, Free Rasalhague Republic
6 April 3034

The Fox’s Teeth
Sorenson’s Sabres
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The bass rumble shook the earth, reverberating up through the
Marauder’s legs and into the command couch. Tai-i Daniel Sorenson felt
the coming of battle in his spine.
His body was clenched tight, eyes glued to the slice of forest visible
through his canopy, right hand poised millimeters from his primary
trigger. A single bead of sweat traced down the back of his neck.
What the hell is wrong with me?
The universe had gone mad.
First the Principality of Rasalhague had declared its independence
from the Combine. Then the warlords Marcus Kurita and Vasily
Cherenkoff had disobeyed the Dragon and launched a war to bring the
wayward province back into the fold. Now DCMS soldiers were fighting
their brothers on behalf of the new nation.
As bad as all that was, it was worse for those Combine troops who
were also Rasalhagian.
Like Sorenson.
He’d made the agonizing choice to remain loyal to the Combine, but
not all Rasalhagians had. Two of Sorenson’s men, Izzy Soderstrom and
Cedrick Sveinson, had tried to defect to the Republic and it had fallen to
Sorenson to stop them. He had.
Only to learn the next day that the Coordinator was allowing
Rasalhagian soldiers to return to their homeland.

Getting orders to train Republic KungsArmé troops hadn’t helped.
And now Damian Aerospace Defense had detected three DropShips,
burning in fast and silent. They had to be pirates.
And all three were ’Mech carriers.
Sorenson’s Sabres had taken up position in a riparian valley south of
the river and north of Clarkston. His troops were staged in a long skirmish
line south of the river, between the enemy LZ and the city. The twelve
KungsArmé ’Mechs were back a couple klicks, staggered off the Sabres’
right flank, well away from the pirates’ expected line of advance.
Sorenson leaned forward, selected the Militia frequency. “Militia One,
this is Sabre One. Make sure you hold your troops back.” Of course, Major
Rick Kennsington already had his orders, but these weren’t Combine
soldiers and so Sorenson felt the need to repeat himself.
The Militia was green and he’d seen too many pointless deaths already.
“Hai, Sorenson-sama.”
That simple Japanese courtesy said a lot. Like Sorenson, Kennsington
had been a Combine soldier, one of the few members of Damian Militia
with significant combat experience.
Only Kennsington had left the Combine, while Sorenson had stayed.
He drew a deep breath, wondering what—
The thought was cut off by the sudden whine of laser fire. The
underbrush to Sorenson’s left caught fire.
A fast, little Locust had appeared at the top of a hill, limned by the
blue sky. The light ’Mech was painted a lustrous black with crimson
highlights. A wicked-looking curved blade marked its cockpit.
Pirate.
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New Renton Wildlands, Just Outside of Clarkston
Damian, Free Rasalhague Republic
22 June 3035

Fiction

The nightmare began with a light in the sky, a diamond chip against
the purple of the dying night.
And Captain Ian McKinnon almost missed it.
Because Mark McKinnon’s deep voice came rolling out of his radio.
“What’s up?”
“You didn’t get back last night,” said Ian evenly. He’d been up at zero
dark thirty prepping the ex. Mark’s rack hadn’t been slept in.
Mark laughed. “You sound like Mom.”
“I’m not your mother, MechWarrior,” said Ian coldly, “I’m your
commanding officer.”
“C’mon, Ian.”
“You have an obligation to be well-rested before a mission,” Ian
snapped.
“A mission,” Mark snorted. “Now training KungsArmé recruits is a
mission.”
Ian pressed his lips together in a tight line. “I don’t give a damn
whether you like it or not, this ex is your mission.”
“Hey, I’ve never let anyone down,” said Mark hotly.
“Are you gambling again?” Ian shot back.
Sudden silence. There it was. The Question.
A pause. “N-no.”
Ian closed his eyes. In his experience innocent men didn’t pause.

“Ian, look I—”
“Stow it, Mark. We’ll talk later. Alpha One, out.” He broke contact.
Damn it.
He was going to have to relieve Mark of duty.
When his father had died, Ian had inherited more than McKinnon’s
Raiders. He’d also inherited responsibility for his brother. And the simple
truth was Ian had failed that responsibility.
Failed Mark.
No matter what he tried, Ian had never been able to convince his
brother to take the right path. It broke Ian’s heart. Mark was a good man,
brave and loyal (if not overly smart) and Ian loved him. But after years of
trying he just didn’t know how to make Mark see.
He sighed heavily, glanced up. The eastern sky was ablaze with
color, but night still reigned in the west: indigo fading to black at
the horizon.
A flicker of motion caught his eyes: a pinpoint of sparkling white
drifted across the purple sky, then dipped. Meteor, he thought. And
then, No, that was a course change.
Couldn’t be a military drop—the recruits were still struggling to
master battalion-level tactics. They were months away from training
a planetary assault. This morning’s ex was a simple company versus
company engagement.
And it couldn’t be a real attack. What ronin unit would bother with
Tukayyid? The planet was mostly farmland with a few religious enclaves
sprinkled in. No targets of any strategic value.



Which meant it had to be a commercial
DropShip on approach, one that had overflown
the range by accident.
An assessment Ian believed right up until
the moment when the single light split into two.
Then three.
Then four.
Suddenly he was pushing his Black Knight into a lope, moving fast
through the tangle of brush that blanketed the mountain below the
tree line, heading northwest toward the string of diamonds in the sky,
his pulse pounding in his ears.
Five. Six. Seven.
He selected the exercise channel. “All forces, this is the referee.
Secure from exercise. I say again, secure from exercise. I have visual
confirmation of hostile DropShip deploying ’Mechs bearing zero five
six from my posit.”
Eight. Nine. Ten. My God had to be at least a Union up there. Ian hoped
to hell it wasn’t an Overlord. He had two companies on the mountain,
but that was counting a company of green Rasalhagian troops. They
could take twelve ’Mechs. If there were more . . .
The Raiders’ three lances had been mixed in with the Rasalhagian
forces for the exercise. Ian would’ve liked to pull the Raiders up and hold
the recruits in reserve, but there was no time to redeploy. He’d have to
play this with the cards he’d been dealt.
“Alpha Two and Charlie One, say your posits.”

Ian heard the gruff voice of Sergeant Major George Lytton. “Sir, Red
Company is dug in along a ridge in grid 4065. We are pulling out and will
form up on you in . . . six minutes.”
Leftenant Kate Nomura’s cold, precise voice cut in. “Sir, Blue Company is
moving through 5378. We can form up on you in . . . one eight minutes.”
“Negative, Charlie One.” He had to protect his base of operations,
especially since his ’Mechs were loaded out with exercise rounds. “Fall
back and defend Fort Zmaj. Get your people live rounds—cycle them
through the base one at a time.”
“Wilco,” she said sharply.
It was a sound tactical decision, but Ian had more than tactical
considerations in mind when he made the call. Mark piloted a Shadow
Hawk in Kate’s lance. Ian had no intention of exposing his brother to
combat, not if he didn’t have to.
“Alpha Two, keep your bullet shooters teamed up with ’Mechs with
lasers and PPCs.”
“That’s going to cut down on the number of Snakes we can address
on descent.”
Ian heard the warning in Lytton’s voice, but he had little choice. Ian
was no Snake. He wasn’t about to sacrifice his people just for the sake of
form. “George, without live ammo all they can do is soak up fire.”
“Aye, sir,” Lytton conceded.
Ian pushed through the underbrush while keeping one eye on the
sky. He hit something—felt like a fallen log—and stumbled forward.
Somehow managed to run himself out of the fall.
But it was close.

Sorenson twisted his Marauder right and jerked his arm up, letting
loose with his Magna Hellstar particle projection cannon. Deadly azure
fire flashed out from his ’Mech’s right arm.
And missed.
The little Locust ducked left and snapped a shot off with the long
barrel of the medium laser beneath its cockpit. Ruby flame washed
over Sorenson’s right leg and then the Locust ducked down behind
the hill.
Sorenson wiped sweat from his forehead with the back of his arm. He
felt off, slow, like someone trying to throw a punch underwater.
He charged forward, planning to pop up over the hill and take the
Locust out, when he caught a flicker of motion behind him.
Sorenson glanced down at his rear monitor in time to see an
ebony Zeus step out from behind a copse of fir trees. The massive
machine pointed its left arm and suddenly the world was filled with
the angry roar of armor piercing shells walking toward Sorenson’s
vulnerable back.
He juked right, getting off a wild shot with one of his medium lasers,
pounding for the shelter of a rock outcropping.
He didn’t quite make it.
His Marauder shook as fire from the assault machine’s Autocannon/5
bit into his back, abrading the light armor there. On Sorenson’s
wireframe schematic his back armor flickered from green
to yellow.
And then he was around the wall of rock.
He pivoted on his right foot, turning
undamaged armor toward the threat vector.

Then he popped out of hiding.
Sorenson’s own autocannon
smashed the cottonwoods into kindling, but that was all.
The assault machine was gone.
“What the hell?” he muttered.
The pirates weren’t pressing their advantages. They were using
hit and fade tactics. Strange for a force that should’ve been at least
company strength. Unless. . .
Unless the enemy was somewhere else.
Sorenson called up a tactical map. The three DropShips were arranged
in a long isosceles triangle. The Union and the Leopard formed the base,
roughly parallel to the center of Sorenson’s line, and the Overlord was
the apex, positioned across from the Sabre right flank.
Perfect if you wanted to slip your main force past the battle.
Sorenson’s mouth tasted dry. He shifted to an HF channel for longrange comms. “Militia One, report.”
Nothing but static.
Överste Derrickson’s querulous voice interrupted. “Sorenson, what the
hell is going on out there?” Samuel Derrickson was the senior KungsArmé
officer on Damian and technically Sorenson was under his command.
But the man was an idiot.
“Wait one, Overste,” Sorenson snapped, biting back what he really
wanted to say. “Militia One,” he said, “this is Sabre One. Report, over.”
Nothing.
Sorenson’s stomach twisted. Something very bad was happening.
He switched back to his command circuit. “Sabre command, this is
Sabre One. Break off attack. It’s a trick. I say again, break off attack.”

Sorenson’s Sabres
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The clearing below was a killing field. Just from where he stood,
Sorenson saw the gutted hulks of five ’Mechs scattered across the
grass. More than a lance. All bearing the mottled gray-green camo of
the Damian Militia.
Shiro’s flat red Jenner stood motionless in the clearing as if in shock.
The strike had been swift and brutal. A samurai’s thrust with
the Daito.
And suddenly Sorenson understood. He understood why the
cockpit of a fallen Kintaro had been burned down to black carbon. He
understood why a fallen warrior’s body had been crushed to a bloody
pulp. Most of all he understood why a Blackjack’s rear armor had been
sliced to ribbons.
My God.
He understood.
“Count!” Sorenson roared.
“Eight, Tai-i,” snapped Chu-i Benton. “We count eight.”
So. It was the command lance then.
As if on cue a broken signal crackled over Sorenson’s radio. “This
is…—ennsington…survived attack. Presently tracking pirates…will
engage.”
Sorenson’s eyes narrowed. A lie. To cover the traitors’ escape.
Sorenson switched to a tactical channel guarded only by his
people. “Sabre Command, this is Sabre One. Proceed to Grid Point
Four Six One.”
Chu-i Utsonomiya’s voice came over the lance commander’s channel.
“We’re not going to cut off the pirates before they reach the city?”

The Fox’s Teeth

He turned and pushed his Marauder into an earthshaking sprint.
“Turn and advance by lances on the Militia’s last known position.
Pursuit lance is point, fire lance will take rearguard. Command lance
with me. Go.”
He was answered by a pair of hais from his lance commanders.
And then he was tearing through the forest, his mind racing as fast
as his ’Mech.
The Damian Militia was green, so if they were under attack they
should be bleating for assistance.
Unless they were being jammed.
But that meant moving sophisticated equipment into position and
setting it up, just in time for a brutal assault.
Impossible.
Unless the pirates already knew they were there.
Traitor. There was a traitor. That was the only way any of this made
sense.
“Sorenson-sama.” Grace Shiro’s voice was a gasp.
“Report,” Sorenson barked. Her fast Jenner must’ve reached the Militia
position first and he had to know what she was seeing.
“It’s the recruits, Tai-i. They’re . . . dead.”
“What?” It didn’t make sense. A company of ’Mechs was a powerful
force. Could some of the recruits have fallen? Hai. Were the pirates
pushing the Militia line back? Hai.
Sorenson pushed his Marauder up a shallow hill, reached the top.
But there was no way that—
The thought suddenly evaporated.
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“Charlie Two, report status of Charlie One.” He magnified the image of
the falling ’Mech. It was lustrous black, a rearing ivory dragon painted
over its left breast.
“Charlie Two,” snapped Ian.
“Kate is down, she’s—” A burst of static drowned him out. “—out of
nowhere.”
“Dammit,” Ian snarled. What the hell was going on? “Say again all after
‘Kate is down.’”
“Listen,” snapped Mark, clearly irritated. “We—” Static. “—der” Static.
“—tack.”
Ian felt a cold pit in his stomach. That was clear enough. We are under
attack.
There was a second force of Kurita ’Mechs out there.
They were hitting the base.
And there was no one there to stop them, but Mark.
Ian watched the ronin Charger drift down. If Mark could just hold on
...
“—pha One, do—” Static. “—read?”
“Yes, I read,” Ian snapped. He guided his Black Knight left, positioning
himself behind the descending ’Mech. “You are ordered to hold.”
“Can’t.”
Ian scowled. The angles were lining up beautifully. He’d have a free
shot at the Charger’s rear armor all the way down. Even better, the pilot
would be off balance when he landed.
“—all die.”

Fiction

He was engaged in a strange, deadly race. The dozen falling enemy
’Mechs were equipped with external boosters that would keep them
from crashing, but offered almost no capability to move laterally. And
when the enemy ’Mechs did come down it was going to take all the
pilots’ skills just to execute a safe landing. If Ian’s folks could get to the
LZ first, they could hit the enemy ’Mechs while they were vulnerable, cut
their numbers before they could hit back.
But if they got there too late, they’d find themselves outgunned in
the middle of a slugfest.
The nearest light resolved itself into a shape.
Looked like a Charger. A couple klicks up.
Falling fast.
A feral smile stretched across Ian’s face. He drifted with the Charger,
arms up and ready, eyes glued to the shape silhouetted against the
gunmetal sky, feeling his way with his legs, trusting his natural balance
to keep the Knight upright.
This was what he’d been born to do.
His radio crackled and a panicked voice blurted. “Alpha One, Alpha
One, come in.” Startled, Ian’s gaze jerked down to the console.
It was Mark.
“Clear this channel, Charlie Two,” Ian barked.
“—on’t understand.”
Ian pursed his lips, glanced up at the falling Charger. He didn’t have
time for this. “Charlie One, this is Alpha One, over.”
Nothing but static.



Radar ranging placed the Charger eight
hundred meters up. Almost.
“Ian.” Frustration twisted Mark’s voice.
Seven hundred meters.
“Ian—-” Static. “—all around us.” Static. “—have to
retreat.”
“Negative,” Ian snarled. “Dammit, Mark. We’re armed with
blanks. If we give up our supply point, we’ll have to withdraw from the
mountain under their guns. They’ll tear us apart.”
Six hundred meters. Ian dropped his reticle over the falling ’Mech. It
burned blood red. Come on, come on.
“—down three. They are tearing us apart.”
His duty was clear. Maul the falling ronin and then fall back to the
base.
But he couldn’t let his brother die.
He ground his teeth together and pain lanced through his jaw.
And then his radio crackled. “—ever mind. We can hold.”
Ian let out a breath he hadn’t realized he’d been holding. “Roger.
Out.”
He glanced at the falling Charger just as his reticle flashed gold and
his cockpit filled with the clear, shrill tone of target lock.
Ian pulled into his main trigger.
Violet lightning tore into the Charger’s back, gouging huge rents in
the ronin’s rear armor.
The helpless Combine pilot twisted his machine in mid-air, desperately
trying to avoid the enemy he couldn’t hit and he couldn’t flee.
Ian hit him again.

The ronin hit the ground off-balance, the left leg coming down before
the right. Maybe the limb would have held up under the impact.
If Ian hadn’t poured ruby fire into the delicate knee joint as it took the
full force of the landing.
The Charger crumpled to the ground.
And Ian poured all of his frustration and despair into the ronin
machine.

It was as close as anyone would come to questioning his orders.
Sorenson ignored it.
“Engage any Militia survivors,” he said.
“Tai-i?” Benton whispered.
“You heard me.”
And then Sorenson took off running again.
He dialed up his HF, selected an encrypted channel. “Overste
Derrickson, this is Tai-i Sorenson.”
“Why aren’t you defending the city?”
“Sir, Major Kennsington is a traitor.”
“What? Impossible.”
“He’s a conservative. He infiltrated your training cadre to destroy it
from the inside.”
“He is defending the city.”
“Overste, your people were shot in the back and the survivors were
slaughtered. What does that tell you?”
“Listen—”
“Iie, you listen. You betrayed the Combine. The conservatives betrayed
the Combine. Is it really so hard to believe they betrayed you, too?”
“Tai-i Sorenson you are instructed to come to Clarkston’s aid or
stand dow--”
Sorenson cut him off.
If Derrickson was right, then Kennsington and his
men were near Clarkston, and Sorenson would face
a court martial for failing to stop the pirates. But if
he was right, Kennsington and his people would
be retreating to the DropShips.

Somewhere in the vicinity of
Grid Point Four Six One.
Sorenson came to an oxbow in the New Renton River, only a couple
klicks west of the rendezvous point. He shouldered past a large
cottonwood tree.
And saw Kennsington’s lance moving north.
Toward the DropShips.
“Sabre Command, Sabre One. I am at Grid Point Four Five Two. All
’Mechs converge on my position.”
Then he switched frequencies. “Halt, Kennsington. You are under
arrest.”
There was a slight pause and then the Rasalhagians did halt. And
Kennsington’s Guillotine turned to face him. “You are going to arrest me,
Tai-i? Iie, I don’t think so. You hold to the old ways as surely as I do.”
“You murdered your own comrades,” Sorenson snarled.
“And you killed two of your own men rather than let them desert the
Dragon. How are we different?”
Sorenson glanced down at his sensors and saw the Sabres were
converging on his position.
He looked up at the camouflage Guillotine and dropped his reticle
over the ’Mech.
“Very well,” said Sorenson. “You love the old ways of the Combine so
much, then you shall have them.”
Then he raised the Marauder’s arms, selecting the PPCs and targeting
without thought or regret.
And this time he did not miss.

Altogether, Red Company took out five ’Mechs on descent. Apparently
that was enough to give the Kurita commander pause, because the
surviving ronin pulled back.
Ian didn’t wait to see what they were planning. He ordered his force
to break pursuit, wheel, and make for Zmaj at best possible speed.
Unfortunately, in the mountains best possible speed meant
something a little faster than a walk. Anything faster just wasn’t safe.
To hell with safe.
Ian blazed through the woods, pushing over trees, crashing through
mountain streams, hopping over the wrinkled contours of the earth
with the little regard for what might be on the other side.
He stumbled several times, but never went down.
And he moved.
So it was no surprise he reached Fort Zmaj fast.
Just not fast enough to save his brother.

Fort Zmaj, Pozoristu Mountains
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And there it was. The charge Sorenson could not answer. “I stopped
him,” he said lamely.
She smoothed a strand of black hair back. “Do you think your
disobedience can be justified because you were right?”
Sorenson said nothing.
“You are at once hero and traitor, Daniel Sorenson. And so your
punishment shall be the same as your reward. We shall not speak of the
incident with Kennsington again.”
Which left him with no justification for failing to engage the pirates
before they sacked Clarkston. It would go bad for him, Sorenson could
see that. And worse.
It would go bad for his people.
There was a lesson in this. Disobedience led to chaos and chaos led
to destruction. It was that very chaos that was tearing apart both the
Combine and Rasalhague. His own disobedience was a step down that
bloody path.
He richly deserved the coming punishment.
Even if his people did not.
He bowed his head. “Hai.”
Out of the corner of his eye he saw her nod. “Good, Tai-i. Perhaps one
day you may serve the Dragon again.”
Hai, Sorenson thought, I will be worthy, so one day the Dragon may
find it so.
For that was all that mattered.
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The battlefield was a glimpse of hell, littered with the broken
remnants of Kennsington’s command lance. A hot angry wind carried
the burning grass, the stink of spilled petrochem, the iron tang of blood.
Smoke and grit stung Sorenson’s eyes, but he did not look away. He did
not give in to that weakness.
Instead he looked up.
And watched as three golden lines cut across the world’s robin egg
sky. He knew what they were at once: DropShips burning for space.
Inscribing the mark of his failure on heaven itself.
After a time a woman approached. She was beautiful: green eyes set
in a pale face, long raven hair, slim body shown to its best advantage
by a scarlet dress.
But her face, her face looked to be chiseled out of ice.
Sorenson knew at once she was ISF, a member of House Kurita’s
dreaded Internal Security Force.
He turned back to the sky.
“You were ordered to defend the city.” Her voice was cool and clear
like a drink from a mountain stream.
“By Derrickson.”
“Who the Dragon placed above you,” she snapped. “Don’t fence with
me, Tai-i.”
“Kennsington was a traitor, to both the Combine and the Republic.”
“Why? Because he disobeyed orders?”

Fiction

Ian McKinnon strode through hell.
Smoke burned his eyes, carrying with it the taste of ash and the stink
of burning petrochem. Heat radiated from gaping wounds in the earth’s
flesh. The base’s eastern edge was a graveyard of fallen metal giants,
their bodies twisted and broken.
Blue Company had forced the ronins back.
But at a terrible cost.
Ian ignored all of it, face locked into a rigid mask, eyes front.
Until he saw the Shadow Hawk.
Most of the Hawk’s paint had been scoured away, but enough
remained at the edges to see the mottled greens and browns of the
Raider’s mountain camouflage scheme. It was missing an arm.
And its head was crushed.
There was no way the pilot could’ve survived.
But Ian had to see for himself.
He climbed up on the Hawk’s shoulder, made his way to the cockpit
hatch. For a second he thought it was jammed shut, but then it gave and
the hatch came open.
And out wafted the coppery stink of blood.
Of death.

Ian drew in a deep, shuddery breath. Ducked his head down through
that dark opening.
Mark was pinned in place. Pinned and drenched in blood. He’d died
with his eyes open.
“Oh, Mark,” Ian whispered.
“Ian?” Mark rasped.
Ian’s breath caught. He didn’t hope that Mark could be saved. He’d
seen to many combat deaths up close to lie to himself about this one.
Mark was dead.
Even if his body didn’t know it yet.
“Mark,” Ian whispered. “Why did you tell me you could hold?”
Mark smiled, his teeth a startling white against his broken, bloodied
face. “Knew you had to hit droppers.” He coughed, an ugly, liquid sound.
“Your duty.”
Ian’s vision blurred. But the officer in him whispered, “Yes.”
“Just figured,” and then Marked coughed again, spattering flecks of
blood on his cooling vest. “My turn to be strong.”
“You were, Mark,” Ian whispered fiercely.
But Mark didn’t answer. His eyes were closed, a faint smile stretched
across his blood-stained lips.
Ian choked back a sob, grateful that, in the end, his brother had finally
found the path.
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The Seventh Crucis Lancers and Fifth Sword of Light clash in Benet III’s Aurora Badlands.

Introduction

Welcome to the first in a brand new series: the Starterbook.
Once players have tried their hands at BattleTech, they can jump
into the further excitement of the Classic BattleTech universe
through a Starterbook.
Starterbook: Sword and Dragon is a companion volume to
the Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set, allowing players to
participate in the conflicts between the ancient enemies of House
Davion and House Kurita.
And all you need is the box set to use this product!

Introductory vs. Standard Rules
Currently, BattleTech is roughly set in the year 3071-72.
Though the Inner Sphere at a Glance book found in the Classic
BattleTech Introductory Box Set brings new players up to the year
3067, the rules in the box set are specifically kept at the year
3049, before a major technological innovation introduced many
advanced weapons and equipment. As the name implies, since
the box set is introductory, those advanced rules and weaponry
are not covered.
Similarly, while the fiction found in Starterbook: Sword and
Dragon covers events up to roughly 3071, the rules section of
this product that allows players to participate in the “in universe”
events are set between 3048 and 3049, in keeping with the
introductory nature of this product.
The more advanced rules and equipment are included in Total
Warfare, which is considered the “standard rules” of play. They
represent all tournament-appropriate rules: the “big” Classic

BattleTech tournaments run directly by Catalyst Game Labs at the
Origins International Games Expo®, any Gen Con Game Fair®, and
many other conventions all use the rules presented in Total Warfare.
Note: The Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set is the perfect
way to learn how to play Classic BattleTech. However, players
may have learned how to play Classic BattleTech through other
means (such as another rulebook, like Total Warfare, through
a friend, and so on). While the Starterbook: Sword and Dragon
is specifically designed to act as a bridge between the Classic
BattleTech Introductory Box Set and Total Warfare, players can
still use and enjoy this book if they know how to play BattleTech
and yet do not own the Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set.
However, players will then need to purchase the Classic BattleTech
Map Set Compilation 1 and some type of figures (for example, the
miniatures in the Sword and Dragon ’MechPacks) to jump into this
product.
Sword and Dragon ’MechPacks
While players can feel free to use the miniatures from the Classic
BattleTech Introductory Box Set as proxies for the ’Mechs found in
this book, Iron Wind Metals produces two ’MechPacks in support
of Starterbook: Sword and Dragon.
Sword and Dragon ’MechPack Davion and Sword and Dragon
’MechPack Kurita each contain four unique ’Mech variants, to
be used in conjunction with the corresponding unique ’Mech
variants found in this volume.
Ask your local retailer about the Sword and Dragon ’MechPacks,
or visit www.ironwindmetals.com.

How to Use this Book
A Brief History

The Fox’s Teeth

The Fox’s Teeth catalogs the most important events in this elite
House Davion independent command, and includes several Table
of Organization and Equipment (TO&Es) that track the company
down through history.
Dossier (and illustrations) of each MechWarrior—along with a
history of their specific ’Mechs—convey the unique aspects of
each warrior and what makes them tick.

Sorenson’s Sabres

Sorenson’s Sabres Personnel

Extravagant illustrations and informative dossiers convey all
the particulars of the MechWarriors—and their ’Mechs—that
constitute this famous combat command.

Rules annex

Introductory Vs. Prototype Vs. Standard
Eighteen of the record sheets mount weapons and equipment
found in the Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set.
Eight of the record sheets (representing the command lance of
each company as of the year 3049) include prototype technology;
the word “prototype” appears under the Tech Base in the ’Mech
Data section of those record sheets (rules for the use of that
technology is found in the
Rules Annex, p. 50).
Finally, Starterbook: Sword
and Dragon also contains
an additional set of record
sheets for those same eight
command ’Mechs, but
mounting standard weapons
and equipment as presented
in Total Warfare (not the
p ro t o t y p e e q u i p m e n t
contained in the Rules Annex).
Players wishing to make use
of those record sheets must
own Total Warfare.

Sorenson’s Sabres

This section conveys the history of this notorious House Kurita
independent command, including TO&Es covering the time
period from the force’s formation until the present.

The final part of the book includes thirty-two pre-generated
record sheets for the ’Mechs detailed in The Fox’s Teeth Personnel
and Sorenson’s Sabres Personnel sections. Any weapons and
equipment found on the record sheets that are unfamiliar from
the Equipment section of the Classic BattleTech Rulebook found
in the Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set are detailed in the
Rules Annex section of this book (see Introductory Vs. Prototype Vs.
Standard below for the exception).
Illustrations: The illustrations on each record sheet do not
represent the exact variant of the ’Mech detailed. Instead, those
illustrations are from various Technical Readouts and represent
the stock design of the ’Mech in question (i.e., while weapons and
equipment may change, the basic look of a given ’Mech always
stays the same).
Note that this also applies to the photos in the Fox’s Teeth
and Sorenson’s Sabres Personnel sections. When available, the
miniature that exactly matches the ‘Mech stats is used. When a
specific variant is not available in miniature form, however, a
“stock variant” miniature is used; as with the illustration, the basic
look remains the same, even if some weapons may be different.

The Fox’s Teeth

The Fox’s Teeth Personnel

Record Sheets

Introduction & History

This section builds off of the information presented in A Brief
History of the Inner Sphere in the Inner Sphere at a Glance book
found in the Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set (players
without access to this product can download the Inner Sphere at
a Glance book for free at www.classicbattletech.com). Focusing
specifically on the histories between these two factions, A Brief
History: House Davion and House Kurita provides a foundation for
the rest of the book.

The Rules Annex provides a wealth of rules that allow players to take
the information presented in the previous sections of Starterbook:
Sword and Dragon and apply them to Classic BattleTech games. This
includes unique MechWarrior abilities and ’Mech quirks, as well
as a Prototype Weapons and Equipment section detailing more
advanced equipment found on eight of the ’Mechs in this product.
Finally, the Rules Annex contains the Sword and Dragon
Campaign: 3048-49, a unique campaign system that allows
players to directly involve themselves in the battles of these two
unique ’Mech commands. The open-ended nature of the system
also means players can revisit the campaign again and again, with
each game providing a different experience and outcome.

Fiction

The following provides a quick overview of each section of
Starterbook: Sword and Dragon.

Rules Annex
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A BRieF History
House Davion and House Kurita
Though separated by a yawning cultural chasm, House
Davion and House Kurita have both evolved strong martial
traditions. Inevitably, both their differences and similarities
would set these two nations on a collision course. The
consequences would be tragic—ensuring that some of the
bloodiest battles of the Succession Wars would be played
out along the Federated Suns/Draconis Combine border.
—Professor Erin T. Faustberg, University of Atreus, 11
August 3067

Origins

When the Terran Alliance issued the Demarcation Declaration
in 2242, it abandoned every colony and outpost more than one
jump from Terra. In the ensuing power vacuum the seeds of the
Draconis Combine were sown. On New Samarkand the ambitious
Shiro Kurita used cunning diplomacy, blackmail, and murder to
make himself First Citizen. Traveling to Galedon V, Shiro negotiated
the formation of the “Alliance of Galedon” to confront the Ozawa
Mercantile Association. The OMA was the first of “Director” Kurita’s
targets over the next eighteen years, and in 2320 Shiro Kurita
announced the formation of the Draconis Combine—with himself
as “Coordinator.”
The Terran Alliance finally collapsed, to be replaced by James
McKenna’s Terran Hegemony in 2316. Other worlds began to look
to their neighbors, seeking security in numbers. Threats from the
aggressive Alliance of Galedon or the technologically advanced
Terran Hegemony prompted Lucien Davion, Prime Minister of
New Avalon, to begin negotiations with neighboring worlds—
ultimately establishing the Federated Suns in 2317.

Age of War

Kurita’s first significant opposition came from the Principality
of Rasalhague. Outgunned, the fanatically independent people
of Rasalhague nevertheless resisted far longer than anyone could
have anticipated. Even after its military defeat, Rasalhague was
a hotbed of unrest until the formation of the Free Rasalhague
Republic in 3034. Next came the affluent Lyran Commonwealth,
with Kurita first attacking in 2407. Later raids secured data allowing
the Combine to start producing its own BattleMechs.
Meanwhile, the expanding Federated Suns and the Capellan
States clashed repeatedly, with possession of the Chesterton
Trade Worlds becoming a bone of contention. The Davion family
worked ceaselessly to secure both the Federated Suns and their
own power. In 2457 Davion acquired BattleMech technical details
and the Act of Succession ensured that the position of First Prince
would remain in the Davion family in perpetuity.

Star League

The visionary Ian Cameron, Director-General
of the Terran Hegemony, brought the Age
of War to a close. In secret negotiations,
Cameron presented his vision of a unified

humanity under the banner of a “League of Stars” to each House
Lord in turn. One by one they were persuaded to join. House
Kurita held out until 2569—when the specter of an Inner Sphere
unified against the Combine prompted Coordinator Hehiro Kurita
to grudgingly sign the Treaty of Vega.
The Star League was established—with Cameron as First
Lord—in 2571. Immediately it was plunged into the twenty-yearlong Reunification War with the Periphery who refused to join the
Star League. But the century of peace that followed proved to be
the Inner Sphere’s golden era.
With the dawn of the twenty-eighth century the cracks had
started to appear. In 2698 Mary Davion married Soto Kurita—
opening the way for a Kurita to (theoretically) become First Prince.
In 2715 House Kurita pressed Vincent Kurita’s spurious claim as the
rightful heir apparent to the title of First Prince. When House Davion
ignored the Combine, Kurita invaded several Draconis March
worlds. Fighting continued until the vacillating First Lord finally
sent in the SLDF to put an end to the War of Davion Succession.
The Amaris Coup wrecked the Terran Hegemony, but left the
other Great Houses untouched. During the Coupe, the Federated
Suns provided General Kerensky’s armies with aid, but Kurita
refused to even allow SLDF troops to pass through Combine
Space. It later revealed that the Usurper was holding members
of the Kurita family hostage. With Terra finally liberated, but the
Camerons all dead, the House Lords were unable to agree upon
which of their number should become First Lord of the Star
League. The arguing dragged on until 2781, when the Lords
dissolved the Star League. Unable to convince the House Lords to
reconsider, General Kerensky led the bulk of the SLDF beyond the
Periphery and into the unknown.

Succession Wars

Minoru Kurita proclaimed himself First Lord of the Star League
in 2785. Soon the other Lords issued their own claims and
fighting broke out across the Inner Sphere. The First Succession
War had started.
Initially, Kurita concentrated on the Lyran Commonwealth, and
when the focus shifted to the Federated Suns, Davion intelligence
missed the warning signs. The Combine’s 2787 offensive caught
the troops defending the Draconis March completely by surprise.
By 2796 Combine troops were on Odell, Saginaw and Delavan—
all worlds perilously close to New Avalon.
Everything changed when a Crucis Lancer sniper on Kentares
IV killed Coordinator Minoru Kurita. Minoru’s son, the unstable
Jinjiro Kurita, on becoming Coordinator ordered his troops to kill
everyone on Kentares IV. Over fifty million died, but the atrocity was
devastating to Kurita morale. Combine soldiers began to commit
suicide—so terrible were the memories of their unspeakable
deeds. The massacre also served as a rallying call for the battered
Federated Suns. The battle cry “Remember Kentares!” was on the
lips of every Davion citizen. World by world, the Combine was
pushed back from New Avalon. By the end of the First Succession

